Beyond the Checklist: Introducing the SIFT Strategy to a Campus

Would you like to use an unbranded SIFT introduction video at your institution? Here is a link you can share or embed.

SIFT: Evaluating Web Content (Unbranded, CC-BY) https://youtu.be/HCZh_fpoF_u

WSU SIFT Instruction Resources

Video: SIFT: Evaluating Web Content
LibGuide: https://guides.lib.wayne.edu/sift
LibWizard: https://wayne.libwizard.com/f/siftpart1
Canvas Commons Module: https://lor.instructure.com/resources/38501f4477ab44c3838c4c04c8c0d3a4?shared
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Questions? Please contact Veronica Bielat, Student Success Librarian, Wayne State University veronica.bielat@wayne.edu